API Community:

Good morning

We are pleased to report that the forgiveness platform (production and sandbox) have been updated to support 3508S form.

We incorporated 3508S changes using the existing API end points, which should support your effort to incorporate these changes in your application. With these changes we were careful to not break or require changes to your existing integrations.

Here are the summary of changes:

- Existing End point - POST /api/ppp_loan_forgiveness_requests/ to submit decision
  - New field added - s_form which depicts Form type S. It should be set as True for S forms
  - Existing field – ez_form which depicts Form type Ez. It should be set as False for S forms
  - Use other existing fields of API as applicable for S form (refer to GitHub API dictionary)

- Existing End point - POST /api/ppp_loan_documents/ to upload documents
  - No change to this API

- Existing End point - GET /api/ppp_loan_forgiveness_requests/ to get status of Forgiveness decision
  - New field added - s_form which depicts Form type S. It will be False for 3508,3508 Ez form and True for 3508S form

- We have also loaded an additional 10K test loans with a Loan amount <= 50,000.00. This should support your 3508S testing needs. Details of these test loans are being made available in your Box (Test Data) folder. As you complete your 3508S interface development and testing, feel free to reach out if you have any feedback or questions for us.

As a reminder, SBA has started sending Loan review request to Lenders.

If Lender gets Loan review request asking for additional documentation, Forgiveness status will become “Lender Additional info needed”. Lender should look at Forgiveness Portal Inbox to review this letter and get list of documents required. Lender has an option to use Forgiveness portal or API to reply back to message after uploading documents.
Thanks for your continued support